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‘Spots of Time’ 
Creative Project Review by Shirley Hart 

 
 
There are in our existence spots of time, 

That with distinct pre-eminence retain 
A renovating virtue,  
 
…  Such moments  
are scattered everywhere, taking their date 
From our first childhood. 
 

- William Wordsworth [The Prelude, Book XII, pp.325-326] 
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The creative project, which began for me as the most problematic and difficult part 

of the MA course, was to become, ultimately, the most rewarding and most 

transformative. I got off to a false start. My initial enthusiasm at the liberty of being 

able to choose my own project, and indeed to create something, quickly presented 

its own problems. I felt strongly that whatever I would create was something that 

essentially needed to arise from within, from a particular type of desire or 

fascination, and I struggled for a long period of time in an attempt to ‘discover’ what 

this might be. Eventually I settled on two possible projects, and having received 

feedback from others on these, I decided that I would write a play (based on Plato’s 

Symposium, but written from a female perspective, incorporating female characters 

from Greek plays as the major protagonists). However, I kept stalling with this, I 

found that what I was writing seemed fallow and uninspiring, and the project felt too 

overwhelming. I couldn’t love what I was doing and felt uninspired every time I tried 

to approach it. Much as I had originally thought the idea was something I wanted to 

explore and was captivated by, it became clear to me that this seemed to be working 

on an intellectual level only, and I decided to let it go. 

 

I returned to thinking about my other possible project. Matt Cardin states that  

… as writers, we should, we must, follow the thread of whatever truly moves and 
grips us, because this is what each of us is truly “meant” to write, if indeed the 
unconscious is the realm of, or is identical to, the muse or daimon, which houses 
and guards and broad-casts and emblematises our deep destiny.’ [Cardin 2011, 
p.133] 
 

My alternative project did centre on things which moved and gripped me strongly – 

poetry, alchemical symbolism, and the landscape of my birthplace. And it was a 

short time after, while I was on holiday in this familiar landscape, that the invitation 

by my daimon seemed to finally arrive. Shot from the outside, looking in (through a 

window on the opposite side of the room), the photo above is of a room on the 

ground floor of the house I was brought up in as a young child. I was holidaying a 

short distance from the house, which completely coincidentally, was empty and up 

for sale. This presented me with the opportunity of exploring it in some depth.  A 

long-hidden memory of a previous life began to resurrect itself in my consciousness. 

As I studied the surfaces of the house, gazed at its interior, and walked the piece of 
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land which enclosed it, I became deeply enamoured of its presence. I felt strongly 

that the empty desk and chair were my invitation to sit down and ‘write it,’ that is, to 

write the place, and that in writing the place, I would somehow return to ‘source,’ 

and to the possibility that my ‘personal daimon’ might reveal a larger story, one that 

was more expansive, less focussed on my own history. 

 

I had originally intended to write a series of poems on the larger landscape of 

Buchan in the North East of Scotland, incorporating an alchemical theme. However, 

returning to this small spot on the shore of my birthplace seemed like a call, I felt 

strongly that the house wanted to make itself known to me again, as well as the 

immediate environment. In this sense, I could see this small ‘spot of time’ of my own 

as a symbol for potential re/birth or transformation in the poems, via communion 

with my immediate surroundings, as a microcosm of that larger macrocosm. And the 

closer I examined my surroundings, the smaller the microcosms became, these were 

world within worlds. This sense of ‘home,’ notions of Eden, or Paradise, were 

visceral. Gaston Bachelard has said that the first house we inhabit ‘is our first 

universe, a real cosmos in every sense of the word.’ [Bachelard 1994, p.4] The traces 

of my ancestors were certainly everywhere, from the enormous blooming fuchsia I 

believe my grandmother may have planted in its infancy (I knew this was her 

favourite flower) to the flakes of green paint on an ageing shed door. Moving around 

the exterior of the house became a kind of circumambulation, a circling of a sacred 

object.  

 

Bachelard states ‘that over and beyond our memories, the house we were born in is 

physically inscribed in us. It is a group of organic habits.  … The feel of the tiniest 

latch has remained in our hands’. [ibid, pp.14-15] And I did feel that there was 

something deeply intimate taking place for me here, as if I was being greeted by a 

very personal, primal force. James Hillman, referring to Plotinus’ statement that we 

elect the body, parents, place and circumstances that suit our soul, reminds us that 

Plato said that in preserving this myth ‘we may better preserve ourselves and 

prosper’, that the myth has a redemptive psychological function which leads to a 
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practical move, ‘then, the myth implies we must attend very carefully to childhood 

to catch early glimpses of the daimon in action, to grasp its intentions and not block 

its way.’ [Hillman 1996, p.8] This was, then, for me, my daimon in action. I did not 

want to block its way. The image of the house and the desk would become a 

container for creative reverie, the topology of land and the sea the elements to be 

explored in it. The shore at Phingask would provide the ‘prima materia’ which was to 

be, symbolically, transformed into the poems. 

 

The correspondences to be used as the material for the poems were those between 

the topology of land and shoreline of the area, and the alchemical elements, 

focussing on the salt of the water and the sulphur of air and land, the alchemical 

process incorporating specific elements of the environment - granite, the haar (a 

cold sea fog), the aurora borealis. The mercury I saw both in the mica of the granite 

found so prolifically in the area, as well as the ‘silver darlings’ (herrings), and the sea 

itself. The sulphur was a particularly important (and potent) source. At certain times 

of the year the decomposing seaweed along the shore at Phingask generates a foul-

smelling odour. The anaerobic breakdown of sulfates in the seaweed produces 

hydrogen sulfide gas, a white crust is formed over the seaweed, and when the crust 

breaks this is released into the air. The gas itself is also naturally produced and 

broken down in the body – we can tolerate it indefinitely in low quantities, although 

too high and it will poison us. There is a volatility and a vulnerability which is echoed 

in the alchemical process. I also wanted the poems to relate to the ‘wet way’ of 

alchemy rather than the ‘dry route’, the sea journey rather than the land journey, 

due to the setting, and to my ancestral heritage of fisherfolk. 

 

I have written poetry before, mostly free verse, but I strongly felt that I needed a 

more robust container for this material, an ‘alchemical flask,’ or I might be in danger 

of spilling the contents. In my learning journal I had spoken about the number 17, 

which is a highly synchronous number for me and has become something of a 

personal trope; it offered itself as another starting point. After doing some research I 

found that there were no formally stylistic seventeen-line poems. However, the 
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haiku as a form contains seventeen syllables. I’d found my form, except that haiku is 

my least favourite form of poetry. Could I make this work? I needed to employ a pre-

ordained form (which I felt hugely clumsy with) in order to create something which 

would reflect the core of the work. It felt challenging, and I felt that it should be 

challenging, much as an alchemist might struggle with new apparatus.  

 

I wrote twelve haikus reflecting twelve stages of the alchemical process, and while I 

was pleased that I manage to produce these, and found the process relatively 

rewarding, I felt that they ultimately looked like sketches and seemed somehow 

incomplete, too small for the project. Thinking again of the circularity of the 

alchemical container, I felt compelled to write a pantoum, which seemed to work.  It 

gave more room for the unfolding of the process, and so I embarked on a series of 

these instead. A pantoum is ‘circular poem’ and in a sense it arrives where it begins. 

A series of quatrains are interwoven, so that some lines are repeated, taking a 

different position in the following quatrain, and new lines are introduced.1 This 

seemed to me to be the perfect form for the material, as the contents begin to 

change and transmute. I completed four pantoums as part of a series, loosely 

following the four major alchemical stages. In order to make the threads (or 

elements) more intermingled, I also decided to use the last line of each quatrain as 

the first line of the following quatrain. It was important that the continuity of the 

journey maintained a ‘thread,’ that the elements, while changing, sustained a vestige 

of the preceding stage or substance. In this technical sense, the poem would reflect 

the chemical changes present in the alchemical transformation.  

 

Glenbuchty cottage lies off the shore of Phingask near Fraserburgh in the North East 

of Scotland. On many days of the year this coastline has the appearance of a harsh, 

barren and loveless place. The light is watery and grey, merging sea and sky, and the 

 
1 As defined by the Poetry Foundation, a pantoum is a Malaysian verse form adapted by French poets 
and occasionally imitated in English. It comprises a series of quatrains, with the second and fourth 
lines of each quatrain repeated as the first and third lines of the next. The second and fourth lines of 
the final stanza repeat the first and third lines of the first stanza. 
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/pantoum  
 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/learn/glossary-terms/pantoum
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darkness comes early. The North wind batters in from the sea and some of the 

highest winds in the UK have been recorded here. When Phingask is like this, roaring 

with the elements, stinking of sulphur from decomposing seaweed, it seems a hellish 

place, and I do not love it but fear it. Archaic and primal, it is home to shipwrecks, 

murder, unhappy ghosts wandering, it feels doom-laden. Walking the coastal path, I 

feel, viscerally, a kind of existential terror seeping into me. Patrick Harpur writes of 

the poet W.H. Auden, who states that the only concern of the Primary Imagination 

‘is with sacred beings and events,’ which cannot be anticipated, but must be 

encountered,  

Our response to them is a passion of awe. It may be terror or panic, wonder or joy, 
but it must be awe-full. Auden’s sacred beings and events are our daimons, 
archetypal images which Imagination generates. They are chiefly personifications, 
but Imagination can, like the “glamour” the fairies cast over objects, enchant 
anything so [that it] is suddenly seen as ensouled, a presence, as if it were a 
powerful living person. [Harpur 2006, para 12]  
 

I have, whenever I have returned to this place, felt the environment to be a living 

presence which I am often overawed by, and equally, deeply enamoured of. It is this 

that I felt would power my imagination and feed the creativity of the poems. I should 

also add, that on other days, the shore of Phingask can take on a paradisiacal quality, 

the fields of rolling golden barley, the azure sky, and the translucent sea tossing 

gently, fostering, as Bachelard defines it, a cogito, a poetic reverie, ‘the awakened 

oneirism of the poet.’  

 

For Bachelard, the poetic image is ‘referable to a direct ontology.’ He defines a 

‘phenomenology of the imagination’ as ‘a phenomenon of the poetic image when it 

emerges into the consciousness as a direct product of the heart, soul and being of 

man, apprehended in his actuality.’ [Bachelard 1994, p.xiv] Angela Voss, proposing a 

‘methodology of the imagination’ states that ‘true imagination (from im-ago, ‘I act 

from within’) … is the mode in which the soul reveals its nature through the language 

of symbol and metaphor. As such, it is active and creative and will always seek to 

amplify and enhance that which it touches.’ [Voss 2009, p.40] This communion of 

soul and that which it encounters or beholds in the imagination is also that which 

re/produces the image in a new form, having entered into relationship with it. The 
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elements which so strongly arose for me in undertaking this creative project were 

prompted by an intense love of my subject and a desire to commune with it which 

arises from a deep longing, which I intuitively think of as reciprocal. As Simon Wilson 

states, 

There is perhaps no landscape beyond our engagement with it. The territory is 
imagined, walked, worked, loved into existence, and does not live – is not truly alive 
– independent of our engagement with it. In turn, our imagination, our mind, our 
body, etc. are enlivened and informed by the world thus responding to our 
sympathy, our devotion. Every act of perception, every glance at the scenery, every 
inhalation of air, is in effect an act of co-creation, a response which immediately 
calls out another response. [Wilson 2019, p.5] 
 
 

This communion is perhaps nowhere better symbolised than by the alchemical 

coniunctio. As Voss states,  

… for love—as the impulse of eros— demands the union of opposites (in the sense 
of the alchemical coniunctio). … to reach the place where the distinction between 
“outer” and “inner” moves into single focus, where the many forms of things 
disclose hidden, unifying themes [Voss 2009, p.44]  
 

In writing the pantoums I felt strongly aware of their erotic component, the bringing 

together and merging of sun and moon, salt and sulphur, land and sea, mother and 

father, working in both a conscious and unconscious manner. Consciously, I had my 

material, my symbols and metaphors; unconsciously I believe I was gripped by a 

desire for encounter, although I wasn’t sure with what. The poet Peirre-Jean Jouve 

states that poetry ‘is a soul inaugurating a form.’ As an image touches the depths 

before it stirs the surface, ‘Poetry … [can] only correspond to attentive thought that 

is enamoured of something unknown, and essentially receptive to becoming." [Jouve 

cited in Bachelard 1994, p.xxxi] Again, as Voss states, this striving via ‘imaginal 

perception’ can be understood as ‘engendering a kind of knowledge which arises 

from the confluence of inner recognition with “external” reality’ and the hidden 

becomes disclosed via unifying themes [Voss 2009, p.37]   

 

This renewed sense of meaning, and being, is I believe what I was striving for in the 

writing of the poems. Carl Jung states that in the unconscious lies accentuated 

contents, specifically reminiscence- complexes of the past, and above all, the parent-

complex, identical with the childhood complex in general. [Jung 1926, p.136] While it 
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is the symbols of the parents which become conscious, Freud explains the repression 

of this parent imago through resistance to incest. Jung however believes this not to 

be exhaustive ‘since it overlooks the extraordinary significance of this symbolical 

replacement.’ [ibid] This was a very important delineation for me during the creation 

of the poems. I was highly aware that I was imaginatively (and literally) returning to 

the place of my conception in order to ‘find’ something. Jung goes on to say that: 

Symbolisation in the shape of the God-image means an immense step forward from 
the concretism, the sensuousness, of reminiscence; inasmuch as the regression to 
the parent, through the acceptance of the ‘symbol’ as a real symbol, is straight-away 
transformed in a progression; it would remain a regression if the so-called symbol 
were to be finally interpreted merely as a sign of the actual parent and were thus 
robbed of its independent character. [ibid, p.137] 

 

The union of sun and moon, land and sea, salt and sulphur, are the ‘symbolic 

parents’ of the pantoums, and in this respect they address the wider anima mundi as 

that which conceives, and which one conceives of. I wanted the poems to symbolise 

this inter-connectedness, where the ‘you’ of the poem is as much the substance in 

which that you is absorbed. It was also important to me to use the second person 

throughout the poems in this respect, rather than the first. ‘I’ would bespeak too 

much of a personal journey and I wanted the reader to enter the poem, as the one 

addressed, or invited on the journey. Additionally, this ‘you’ allowed me to separate 

my own individual preoccupations, so that I would be better able to be observer as 

well as author of the writing. 

 

Jung, referring to writing of the alchemist Gerhard Dorn, speaks of the ‘circular 

distillation’ and the ‘sparygyric vessel,’ in which this 

… vacillating between the opposites and being tossed back and forth means being 
contained in the opposites. They become a vessel in which what was previously now 
one thing and now another floats vibrating, so that the painful suspension between 
opposites gradually changes into the bilateral activity of the point in the centre. This 
is the “liberation from opposites,” [Jung 1970, para 296] 

 

In the poems I attempt to maintain this tension between elements as they merge 

and re-emerge, and between container and contained, as they transform and 

differentiate. I wanted the circularity of the poems in terms of construct and images 

to echo this movement, which is also without movement, the contained in its 
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container. Jung quotes Socrates as saying, ‘seek the coldness of the moon and ye 

shall find the heat of the sun,’ … and that, the opus is … ‘a running without running, 

moving without motion.’ [ibid, para 37] Before I began to write the poems, I had a 

dream in which a poem was being read out to me. I woke up amazed at being ‘given’ 

what I thought of as a truly sublime piece of writing, and promptly forgot it nearly in 

its entirety, except for the last line – ‘the wind is standing still.’ This came to 

represent the moving without motion of the ‘sparygyric vessel’ while the inversion of 

cold/heat and moon/sun also echoes the liberation of the opposites, the lack of fixity 

and the duality which I wanted the poems to reflect.  

 

My own ‘alchemical journey’ in writing the poems resulted in a far deeper insight 

than I had initially anticipated. My small patch of land and sea, my personal history, 

became subsumed in a much wider encounter resulting in a heightened sense of the 

unus mundus. This both was, and was not, my land, my sea, my parents, my home. 

Focussing so intently on such a deeply personal and profoundly loved world enlarged 

the world, and beyond. By immersing myself in my subject matter and allowing my 

unconscious to produce the correspondences in the poems, a transformation of my 

own occurred, and my relationship with my birthplace evolved from a being a highly 

subjective space of complex longing, to that of an expansive, and renewed, sense of 

my relationship to the world, and to the divine. As Wilson states, to finally embrace 

the landscape, to love it,  

… may lead the longing heart of the individual to profound and intricate 
entanglement with a way of being which reconciles the world and the divine, so 
that, necessarily, that reconciliation occurs both in the landscape and in the human 
person. [Wilson 2019, p.11] 

 

Hillman asserts that ‘what results from the salt cure is a new sense of what 

happened, a new appreciation of the virtue for soul …’ [Hillman 1991, pp.125-126] I 

had, both literally and metaphorically, returned to my salt, my earth, my subjectivity, 

in order to mine this felt experience in the writing of the poems. And for the sulphur, 

as Jung states:  

Altogether, sulphur is one of the innumerable synonyms for the prima materia in its 
dual aspect, i.e., as both the initial material and the end-product. At the beginning it 
is “crude” or “common” sulphur, at the end it is a sublimation product of the 
process. [Jung 1970, para 134] 
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In this regard, I think of the poems, as a product of this concentration, being the 

sublimated product of my creative process, and of ultimately engendering a new and 

much more expansive sense of my understanding of the concept of ‘birthright.’ 
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Points have we all within our souls  
Where all stand single; this I feel, and make  
Breathings for incommunicable powers; 

[Wordworth, The Prelude, Book III, p.63] 

 

 

 
          Hand-coloured version of Theodor de Bry’s engraving of a Pict woman (1588)2 
 

 
 

 
   
 

 
 

 
2 The Picts were the ancient people of North East Scotland. Little is known about them, and where 
they came from originally remains an enigmatic puzzle for historians. They left no language, but it has 
been recorded (and illustrated) that their bodies were inscribed with symbols. I like to think that their 
daimonic presence was with me throughout this process. 
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Appendix 1 - Pantoums 
 
 
 
 

The lamplight is a moon above a child's head 
where the sky thickens its cloak of stars  
and the wind holds you in its mother's arms 
your father's boat strings its lights on the horizon 
 

where the sky thickens its cloak of stars  
the sea rises to meet your gaze 
your father’s boat strings its lights on the horizon 
and the sirens hum moves around the cottar walls 
 

the sea rises to meet your gaze 
gulls are radiant angels wheeling in the night sky 
and the sirens hum moves around the cottar walls 
there is green fire on the horizon to meet you 
 

gulls are radiant angels wheeling in the night sky 
and the wind holds you in its mother's arms 
there is green fire on the horizon to meet you. 
The lamplight is a moon above a child's head. 
 

* 
 

There is green fire on the horizon to meet you 
beyond the clacking of your father’s masts come to shore 
the descent is lit by the sharp glint of mica  
jaw socket tail of the fish turning to dust beneath your soles 
 

Beyond the clacking of your father’s masts come to shore 
ashes drift in sea blooming a wine-red rose 
jaw socket tail of the fish turning to dust beneath your soles 
as the seaweed cracks its frail white crust 
 

Ashes drift in sea blooming a wine-red rose 
a scattering of petals filters radiant prisms 
as the seaweed cracks its frail white crust 
the sulphates release themselves in the slow burn 
 

A scattering of petals filters radiant prisms 
where the descent is lit by the sharp glint of mica 
the sulphates release themselves in the slow burn. 
There is green fire on the horizon to meet you. 
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* 

 
The sulphates release themselves in the slow burn 
sensing the air playing its rivulets over water 
while the sun casts itself slowly over the seabed 
lighting the underbellies of darting silver darlings  
 
Sensing the air playing its rivulets over water 
the moon surrenders its own pale fire 
lighting the underbellies of darting silver darlings 
where the shadows part themselves astride a golden seam 
 
The moon surrenders its own pale fire 
over thrust and wane of tide offering its small harvest 
where the shadows part themselves astride a golden seam 
the solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh  
 
Over thrust and wane of tide offering its small harvest 
while the sun casts itself slowly over the seabed 
the solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh. 
The sulphates release themselves in the slow burn. 

 
* 

 

The solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh  
the amber haze shimmering and rising endlessly 
burning the haar of grey mizzled mist 
where a veil parts and lifts over the clear ruby of dawn 
 
The amber haze shimmering and rising endlessly 
as the hairst begins and finishes its liminal season 
where a veil parts and lifts over the clear ruby of dawn 
the wind is standing still 
 
As the hairst begins and finishes its liminal season 
over drift and swirl of golden barley field 
the wind is standing still 
you emerge sure footed on small diamonds of silver 
 
Over drift and swirl of golden barley field 
burning the haar of grey mizzled mist 
you emerge sure footed on small diamonds of silver. 
The solar light pours you into itself in a long sigh. 
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Notes 
 

Poem 3 

Silver darlings - Herrings 
 

Poem 4 

Hairst - An ‘additional season’ in Scotland, the short period between Summer and Autumn, also 

known as the grain harvest 
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Appendix 2 – Haikus 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Calcination 
 
Stranded on hot sand  
Jaw socket tail of the fish 
Turns flesh to white bone  
 
 
Solution  
 
Ashes in water 
Sea washing a cremation 
Blooms a rust red rose  
 
 
Separation 
 
Winking scales flake off  
A scattering of petals  
Filters each prism 
 
 
Conjunction 
 
We are as two swans 
Feathers light the night river 
Absorbing the moon 
 
 
Putrefaction  
 
Below a frail crust  
Tangleweed entwines itself 
Bathing in black sun  
 
Congelation 
 
Covering the mica  
The sea haar thickens its white 
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To luminescence  
 
 
Cibation 
 
With each thrust and wane 
The tide offers its small harvest 
A froth of sea-fruit  
 
Sublimation 
 
A black putrescence  
Seethes beneath its frail white crust  
Absorbing itself  
 
Fermentation 
 
Sensing the air 
The sulphates release themselves 
Choosing the slow burn 
 
Exaltation 
 
Warmth of amber haze 
Burning through grey grizzled mist  
The veil is lifted 
 
Multiplication 
 
Silver darlings dart  
Liquid mercury of sea 
Endlessly rising 
 
Projection 
 
Green of the lit sky 
Merging sea and trembling field 
Without and within 

 


